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About AML Scaffolding
AML Scaffolding are scaffolding
specialists based in South Wales.
This well-established, independent,
family run business now employs 18
CISRS trained staff.
They carry out commercial and
domestic scaffolding projects, erecting
and dismantling scaffolding, across
Wales and the South West.
The team includes two trained
scaffolding inspectors who carry out
all their scaffolding inspections, about
25 per week. They have completed
scaffolding projects on iconic structures
such as castles, the National Assembly
for Wales building, fire stations and
hospitals as well as for large screens
for city centre events such as the
Champions League.
AML were one of the first scaffolding
companies to start using the SMART
Inspector App. They have been using
the app on sites now for 3-4 months
and are already seeing the benefits.
Why did AML choose SMART
Scaffolder and the SMART
Inspector App?

Inspection reports are
always sent to their end client
so it is important for them that
the appearance of the reports is
professional. This was much harder
to achieve with pen and paper on a
construction site in all weathers. Being
able to complete each report digitally,
whatever the weather conditions and
the option to include photographic
evidence were both key reasons
for AML to start using the SMART
Inspector App.
SMART Inspector App and the
key benefits experienced by AML
• Generates inspection reports
which look professional
• No paperwork
• Cloud based, secure storage
• The ability to quickly and easily
include photographs
• Helps save time, no returning to the
office to scan documents and
paperwork
• The user-friendly interface helps
ensure all the right information is
included in each report and nothing
is overlooked

Scaffolding inspections have to be
carried out regularly and can be time
consuming to complete. At AML they
• The app helps with scheduling
carry out all of their inspections ininspections and reminders for when
house so any approach which could
inspections are due
save them time and improve the overall
• Reports can be delivered to
process would have a positive impact
on efficiency.
clients quickly

WHAT OUR CLIENT
HAD TO SAY...
“We’re always busy and any approach
which helps us to save time and make
the inspection reporting process
easier without compromising on safety
or quality is welcomed. This app has
done just that. Previously we were
carrying out paper based inspections
on-site then returning to the office to
scan documents. This was really time
consuming. Using the app we now
have a more efficient process and the
reports we send to our clients give a
more professional impression.
We’ve found it very, very
straightforward to use and will
definitely be continuing to use the
app for our inspections. The staff
at SMART Scaffolder are always
available but the app is so user
friendly we haven’t really needed
help or support. They have however
been really receptive to our feedback
and suggestions, for improvements.”

Michael Leaman Contracts Manager at AML

Working with SMART Scaffolder
The staff at AML were already familiar with SMART
Scaffolder and the specialist scaffolding software
solutions we offer. After learning of the SMART
Inspector App and how it works they were keen to
start using the app and experience the benefits.
As an early user of SMART Inspector there were
some minor changes that the scaffolding inspectors
at AML thought would improve the app. They fed
these suggestions back to SMART Scaffolder and
some changes have already been made in response.
Fact file
It is a legal requirement (of the Work at Height
Regulations 2005) that scaffolding is inspected:
• Following installation and before first use
• At least every 7 days
• Anytime the safety of scaffolding could have been
compromised, for example whenever there has
been extreme bad weather.
It is the responsibility of the hirer to ensure that
scaffolding has been inspected in accordance with
the regulations and scaffolds should be inspected by
a qualified inspector.
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